Example of Including Disclosure Information for a CME Session in a PRESENTATION SLIDE for Participants to See

The example on the following page can be used to communicate disclosure information for planner(s) and presenter(s) to participants at a regularly scheduled series, such as a grand rounds or journal club.

This information can be:
- Displayed in slide format prior to the start of the educational content.

Documentation required within 30 days of the session:
- A copy of the slide containing the disclosure information, including disclosure of no relevant financial relationships
- Dated attestation that the disclosure information was provided to participants, signed by the person who is doing the attesting
- Accompanying Presenter Disclosure Form for any person with a conflict of interest, with the Resolution section completed prior to the activity date

Send documentation to: Julie ReBeau at juliwils@umich.edu.
The speaker, Dr. John C. Smith, has no commercial relationship relevant to this presentation.

Dr. Jones, the faculty planner, has no commercial relationship relevant to this activity.